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Story Highlights 

• What: Three new art exhibits open 
• Where: Art Museum of Greater Lafayette, 102 S. 10th St. 
• Cost: Free 

 
LAFAYETTE, Ind. — If you need an impetus to brave the cold, new exhibits at the Art Museum of Greater 
Lafayette can help you. 
Three contrasting shows provide room for thought, admiration and immersion. And — except for 
Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New Year's Eve and New Year's Day — they will be open from 11 a.m. to 
4 p.m. Admission at the museum, located at 102 S. 10th St., is free, and the exhibits run until Feb. 26. 
Here's a sense of what you'll see. 
"Everything is Fine: Purdy Eaton" 
We see landscapes all of the time, but how much do we really think about how we engage with them? The 
New York-based Eaton's exhibit merges travel with technology in ways that make viewers rethink what 
they see regularly. 
"A lot of these focus on the Midwest, specifically," said Michael Crowthers, curator of exhibitions, 
collections and education. 
"A lot of these are actually views from what you would typically have from a vehicle or as you go about 
your own daily life." 
The immersive "Nothing behind me, everything ahead of me, as is ever so on the road" invites viewers to 
hook up their phone's playlist, sit on truck benches and watch a time-lapse drive between U.S. coasts. 
"Farm-to-Mall" embeds the video of a drive into an oil picture of a parking lot. 



"On the Shoulders of Ancestors: The Art of Willis Bing Davis" 
The Ohio-based Davis has taught at myriad levels, curated exhibits all over the world and has art in 
collections in the U.S., China, England and Ghana, along with several others. And among his international 
credentials are Hoosier roots — he has attended and taught at DePauw University in Greencastle, according 
to his biography. 

 
A work created with found objects by artist Willis Bing Davis titled "Middle Passage Remembrance Piece" 
Monday, December 19, 2016, at the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette. The piece is part of the exhibit "On 
the Shoulders of Ancestors the art of Willis Bing Davis," which runs December 16, 2016 through February 
26, 2017 at the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette. (Photo: John Terhune/Journal & Courier) 
In his art, Davis pulls on multiple media — including oil pastel and found objects — to layer in historical 
and cultural meaning. 
ADVERTISING 
inRead invented by Teads 
Take his "Middle Passage Remembrance Piece," for instance. Rusty nails are embedded in the abstract 
shape of a ship that's filled with other objects, including shells, that explore the experience and emotion 
behind the leg of the slave-trade journey. 
"Those rusted nails make a statement more so than his words could," Crowthers said. 
This showing is part of a first-ever joint exhibit with the Haan Museum, executive director Kendall Smith 
said. The Haan's show, which focuses on Davis' three-dimensional work, will open Jan. 3. 



"The Art of the Endowment" 
In 1997, Richard and Connie Grace made the first donation of what would become an endowment in their 
name at the Art Museum, Smith said. The only restriction was that the earnings had to be used for 
purchasing and conserving works for the museum's permanent collection. 

 
A hot sculpted blown glass and steel work by artist Alexis Silk titled "Skin Deep" Monday, December 19, 
2016, at the Art Museum of Greater Lafayette. The piece is part of the museum's permanent 
collection. (Photo: John Terhune/Journal & Courier) 
Since then, the Graces have contributed $100,000 to the fund, and the current exhibit is a visual testimony 
to their support, along with others. Smart investments by the Art Museum Foundation have kept the gift 
alive and allowed the museum to have flexibility, Smith said. 
"It gives us the freedom to buy the things that we want to focus on to get into our collection," Smith said. 
The works represent several genres. "Skin Deep," for example, is a sculpted blown glass piece in the form 
of a woman that hangs precariously on steel hooks. 
Preston Jackson's "Julieanna & T.J. Boykin" sculpture shows his great-great grandmother and her husband 
— recently freed from slavery but without the proper tools or animals to farm — pulling a plow through 
soil that displays the sins of slavery. 
Call J&C reporter Domenica Bongiovanni at 765-420-5247. Follow her on Twitter: @DomenicaReports. 
	


